LETTER FROM OUR LEADERSHIP
Dear Friends,

WHAT WE DO
Founded in 2007, The Resolution
Project, Inc. is a U.S. 501(c)(3)
nonprofit dedicated to fostering youth
leadership development around the
world through collaborative social
entrepreneurship.

OUR VISION
A generation of leaders with a lifelong
commitment to social responsibility

OUR MISSION
To develop socially responsible young
leaders and empower them to make a
positive impact today

Thank you for another astonishing year at
Resolution—it is you and your partnership in
Resolution’s mission that makes this work
possible! Our Social Venture Challenges and
Fellowship have reached new audiences and
continue to ignite and empower an increasingly
diverse and global community of young
changemakers who become driving forces for
good; our partnership model continues to build
pathways for young people and organizations
to expand their impact and extend their efforts
in the social sector; and our organizational
leadership made a seamless transition to lay
the groundwork for growth ahead.
In 2016, we ran two new Social Venture
Challenges representing firsts for the
organization: our first ever SVC on the continent
of Africa in partnership with the MasterCard
Foundation at the Baobab Summit in Accra, and
our first at a conference focused on students
of color at the CUNY BMI (Black Male Initiative)
conference at Bronx Community College in
partnership with BNY Mellon. Each of these
conferences expanded the reach of Resolution’s
life-changing opportunity, and connected us with
inspiring and creative undergraduate students
from new backgrounds who were seeking to
launch social ventures and generate measurable
benefits for their home communities.
We also expanded our partnerships significantly—
some new partners include Sustainable
Development Solutions Network (SDSN) Youth,
Hello Tomorrow, Henry Street Settlement

Expanded Horizons, and Mustard Seed Impact.
The MasterCard Foundation became an
important strategic partner of Resolution’s,
greatly supporting our efforts in Africa and more
generally supporting our mission globally. We
also welcomed Aramark, Neuberger Berman, and
UBS as strategic partners in 2016. Of course, our
longest tenured partners, Resolution’s own Guides
and volunteers, continue to shine brightly as the
anchor point for our direct work with our Fellows,
and we are deeply grateful to each of our over 200
Guides for their commitment and generosity.
2016 brought other emotions as well. We were
sorry to see Tracey Allard move on from the
Executive Director role after accomplishing so
much for the organization, but we were thrilled
that she chose to stay on as a Resolution
Ambassador. We were also glad that the
organization’s leadership transition was buffered
by the Board’s decision to bring George Tsiatis on
as CEO. As a co-Founder, George’s knowledge of
and respect within the organization will enable
him to take on key goals around building strategy,
technology, and visibility.
We are pleased to share this annual report and
highlight our collective impact. For your support
and investment in our mission, we are deeply
grateful, and we look forward to our continued
partnership supporting socially responsible
leaders in creating positive impact today.
Sincerely,
Oliver B. Libby, George M. Tsiatis, Howard Levine.
Chair

CEO

Treasurer
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OUR HISTORY

OUR IMPACT

Since Resolution’s inception in 2007, we have
provided a pathway to action for over 250 creative,
energetic undergraduate students around the
world. Thanks to the generosity of our friends,
volunteers, donors, and supporters, we have grown
from 20 Fellows at the end of 2011 to more than
255 Resolution Fellows today. These Fellows
are working in 20 U.S. states and 60 countries,
developing innovative approaches and sustainable
solutions to pressing global issues. They are driving
progress in their communities, and their efforts
have benefited more than 1 million people thus
far—making each Resolution Fellow a change agent
and a force for good.

1,078,722 direct and indirect beneficiaries of Fellow-implemented social
ventures.

Resolution Fellows are as diverse as the issue
areas and geographies they serve— economically,
racially, and ethnically. Our Fellows originate from
countries including the Dominican Republic,
Ghana, China, Zimbabwe, Honduras, Bangladesh,
Mongolia, Indonesia, the United States, and many
more. These Fellows are implementing ventures
both in their own countries of origin and beyond.

55

Resolution believes that activating young people
through social entrepreneurship has an enormous
impact—they become engaged early in making
positive changes in the world, and the character
of their leadership is defined by a sense of social
responsibility.
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207 paid employees of Fellow-implemented social ventures (not
including Fellows employed at their own venture).
More than $4,500,000 raised by Fellows in follow-on funding through
external grants and independent fundraising.
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FELLOW SPOTLIGHTS

SHARIF SHRESTHA HERB Cooperative For Economic Empowerment
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About the Fellow

The Issue and His Resolution

How We Help

Sharif is a co-founder of “Herb Cooperative for
Economic Empowerment” (also known as Herbs
for Change), a social venture that aims to alleviate
poverty and promote gender equality in Mude
and Chiraite, two remote villages in eastern
Nepal. Sharif is currently studying Biochemistry at
Hamilton College, where he is a social innovations
team member and student assistant at The Arthur
Levitt Public Affairs Center. Since becoming a
Fellow, Sharif has been very active in the Fellow
community in New York, including attending socials
and Resolve 2015, participating in the 2015 Fellow
Solution Session, and representing Resolution at
the Social Good Summit. He also has been hard
at work on his social venture, which was one of the
featured Commitments at the 2016 Clinton Global
Initiative University Meeting in Berkeley, CA. Sharif
presented his Commitment on stage with President
Bill Clinton, and his presentation can be viewed
here (Sharif starts speaking at minute three).

Motivated to address both the abject poverty and
gender inequality that he witnessed in rural Nepal,
Sharif and his team founded the Herb Cooperative
for Economic Empowerment. The social venture,
which utilizes a worker cooperative model, is
introducing new farming techniques and markets
for herbs that are native to the region. By making
small adjustments to their farming practices,
people are able to greatly increase their revenue,
with the ultimate goal of increasing an individual’s
income by 200%. In addition, to help break down
some of the gender inequality and income disparity
that is often found in these farming communities,
the model of the social venture is set up to ensure
that both men and women are engaged and have
equal status in the cooperative.

Sharif credits his Resolution Fellowship with giving
him access to a network of socially-responsible
leaders and like-minded peers, alleviating the
sense of loneliness associated with social
entrepreneurship and providing him with external
validation and credibility. In addition, his Fellowship
has helped him feel more confident about his
leadership skills and has enabled him to have a
positive impact on two communities. Resolution
facilitated several internship connections for Sharif,
including connecting him to Resolution Board
Member Stephen Sadove, Deallus Consulting, and
Bristol-Myers Squibb. Sharif also works closely
with his Resolution Guide, Raafi-Karim Alidina, a
Research Analyst who has done extensive research
on development and gender equality throughout
Asia. At CGI U 2016, Sharif spoke to the new
SVC Winners about how pivotal his Fellowship
experience has been for him and welcomed them
graciously to the community.

SAM PEURIFOY

USolar

About the Fellow

The Issue and His Resolution

How We Help

Sam Peurifoy is the founder of “USolar,” an
education initiative that helps Miami-Dade public
middle school students understand alternative
energy through hands-on workshops. Sam
graduated from the University of Miami in 2016
with a B.S. in chemistry and mathematics, with
emphases in organic synthesis and statistical
analysis. He is currently at Columbia University
pursuing a PhD in chemistry with full tuition and
stipend support from the Department of Defense’s
NDSEG Fellowship. Prior to his graduation from
the University of Miami, Sam spent the summer
conducting complex chemical research on lightemitting particles in Paderborn, Germany, as part of
a Research Internship in Science and Engineering
(RISE) scholarship awarded by the Deutscher
Akademischer Austausch Dienst (German
Academic Exchange Service).

Growing up in Missouri, Sam observed a serious
deficit within the public school system’s sciencebased resources and programs. He responded
to this educational gap by creating USolar, an
organization that empowers university students
to volunteer at Miami-Dade public middle schools
and provide workshops on alternative energy and
environmental protection. This program provides
students with information on sustainable energy
and demonstrates how easy it is to understand
alternative energy. The workshops are broken down
into 45-minute sessions; during the first half hour a
USolar volunteer will present about solar power and
alternative energy. This is followed by 15 minutes
of hands-on learning, when the middle school
students are able to collaborate to create their own
solar-powered module. USolar has about 80 of
these devices, which consist of a solar panel, motor,
and fan. This provides students with a dynamic,
interactive learning experience and falls in line with
Sam’s motto, “Seeing is believing.”

Sam has received ongoing assistance from his
Guides, Polina Dekhtyar and Siva Vedhagiri, who
have helped with both USolar and his academic
career. In addition to mentoring Sam with USolar,
Polina and Siva have provided him with a plethora
of career advice and professional development.
Thanks to their support, Sam was able to speak
with an associate at DuPont about internship
opportunities. While Sam is currently pursuing his
PhD at Columbia, he is still active with USolar and
committed to finding a suitable person to take the
lead and ensure the sustainability of the venture.
Sam’s dedication toward educating students on
alternative energy and environmental protection is
making a brighter future, today!
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YULKENDY VALDEZ
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Project 99

About the Fellow

The Issue and Her Resolution

How We Help

Yulkendy Valdez is a co-founder of “Project 99,”
an international nonprofit that works to provide
collaborative spaces for youth to create innovative
solutions addressing diversity and inclusion
challenges. Yulkendy is currently attending Babson
College and is working toward a degree in business
administration, with a concentration in global
business management and social responsibility.
In the past three years, she has interned with a
number of prestigious organizations, including
Bank of America, EY, and Insight. Throughout
her collegiate career, Yulkendy has traveled to
over 20 countries. She also spent a semester
studying emerging economies in Russia, China,
and India and participated in entrepreneurship
and leadership programs in Rwanda and Uganda.
Yulkendy is also a Women’s Leadership Scholar;
she has received numerous scholarships from the
Hispanic Heritage Foundation, Adelante Fund, and
the National Black MBA Association.

Project 99 was designed as a response to
personal discrimination and injustices that
Yulkendy experienced as a child upon her arrival to
America from the Dominican Republic. Through a
collaborative and experimental approach, Yulkendy,
along with her co-founder Josue Plasencia, have
begun to combat these social injustices. The Project
99 curriculum is broken down into two programs
that are modeled on effective entrepreneurship
and facilitative leadership techniques. The
programs allow diverse groups of people to work
together and co-create solutions to address
social challenges that matter to them. The Global
Experiences program is a seven-day immersion
course that provides a platform for students,
young professionals, and entrepreneurs to share
best practices around community building, social
entrepreneurship, and leadership. Equitable
Workplaces is a one-day experiential leadership
program that’s tailored to large-scale organizations.

Yulkendy has received ongoing assistance from
her Guides, Nicole Chavas and Amanda Rivera,
who have aided in the progress of Project 99 and
have provided her with professional development
opportunities. Nicole and Amanda have played
integral roles in helping Yulkendy to refine her
business model and create an effective and
cohesive core curriculum for Project 99. Yulkendy
presented her challenge to other Resolution
Fellows at the 2016 Solution Session, working
to brainstorm and come to actionable solutions
to bring back to her team. Yulkendy also spoke
at the 2016 Resolve Gala as a keynote speaker
in front of 600 attendees. While completing her
degree at Babson College, Yulkendy continues to
combat social injustices and inspire us through her
dedication to and perseverance with Project 99!

WANDILE MTHIYANE

Ubuntu Design Group

About the Fellow

The Issue and His Resolution

How We Help

Wandile Mthiyane is the founder of “Ubuntu
Design Community Half House Project,” a social
venture that uses architecture to empower and
equip local residents in South Africa with skills
to create sustainable housing solutions. Wandile
studied architecture at Andrews University
in Berrien Springs, Michigan, on a full-tuition
scholarship. Throughout his collegiate career at
Andrews University, Wandile served as a university
ambassador, a delegate for One Young World, a
field representative for the National Council of
Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB), and
the president of his university’s American Institute
of Architecture Students chapter. In addition to
his stellar portfolio of extracurricular activities,
Wandile co-created a program called XXX, which
gave young collegiate students an opportunity to
talk and learn about sex in a safe environment. This
program addressed a variety of issues and provided
advice to young people who had been victims of
sex crimes. Since graduating in the spring of 2016,
Wandile has taken a full-time role supporting and
promoting the Ubuntu Design Group.

Having grown up in the shanty towns of Durban,
South Africa, and experienced the impoverished
conditions of the community firsthand, Wandile
was determined to return home and create a
sustainable positive impact. Wandile and the
Ubuntu Design Group are devising measurable
and lasting solutions by empowering marginalized
communities with sustainable and affordable
housing. In collaboration with a family and the
local community, Wandile and his team design
and build the core of a house, including all the
utilities, leaving space for the family to expand
on the structure if they have the means and
interest to do so. This model not only involves the
community in a substantive way but also builds
ownership and a feeling of accomplishment for the
family that is served.

Wandile has received ongoing assistance from his
incredible Guides, Jaymin Kim and Jack Spitsin,
who have been integral to the progress of the
Ubuntu Design Group and have provided him with
professional development opportunities. Jaymin
and Jack helped Wandile receive necessary legal
advice on registering as an organization in order to
access substantial funding from Andrews University.
This capital will be the foundation of Ubuntu’s
first house in January 2017. Wandile was also
featured as a keynote speaker at Resolve 2016,
where he spoke about his venture in front of 600
people at the Harvard Club of New York. Through
his innovative and affordable housing solutions for
marginalized populations, Wandile continues to be
an entrepreneur in the world of global development
and architecture!
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RESOLUTION SOCIAL VENTURE CHALLENGES
Resolution activates and empowers young leaders through our Social Venture Challenges (“SVCs”), multi-stage pitch competitions that combine web-based
submissions, live rounds of presentations, and due diligence. We partner with an incredible network of Host Conferences and invite undergraduate students
attending those conferences and gatherings to propose social ventures through the SVC. At the end of each SVC, we award Resolution Fellowships to those young
entrepreneurs with the most compelling personal leadership characteristics and potentially impactful social venture proposals.
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Harvard National Model United Nations 2016

Youth Assembly at the UN Winter 2016

Mastercard Foundation 2016

One Young World 2016

African Leadership Acaedmy 2016

Summer Youth Assembly 2016

Clinton Global Initiative University 2016
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CORPORATE
PROGRAM PARTNERS
Thank you to our dedicated Corporate
Program Partners for their generous donations
of time and talent. Their commitments enable
Resolution to provide robust mentorship,
in-depth training, and other resources to our
global community of young leaders.
Through the joint initiative, SEED
(Social Entrepreneurship Education and
Development), Resolution and General
Electric are working together to tackle
pressing global challenges. These individuals
are truly dedicated to our organization, serving
as Guides and Subject Matter Experts with
real-world insights and technical expertise for
our Fellows. With support from GLG (Gerson
Lehrman Group), Resolution Fellows receive
targeted technical, strategic, and operational
advice from more than 350,000 experts
around the world. With GLG’s standing as the
world’s largest membership-based network
for professional learning and expertise, we
are truly grateful for the ability to leverage
this immense network for the benefit of our
Resolution Fellows worldwide. Our friends at
JP Morgan Chase & UBS provide energetic
team members to serve as Guides to
Fellows and as judges at our Social Venture
Challenges throughout the year.
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PATHWAY PARTNERSHIP
In partnership with these organizations, Resolution is engaging more
undergraduate students in our Social Venture Challenge opportunities, while
directing existing Fellows to additional opportunities for success. We are

grateful to these organizations for their commitment to social change and the
idea that young people can make a difference.

FELLOW SOURCES

*These organizations help Resolution spread the word about our SVCs to their undergraduate student networks.
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FELLOW OPPORTUNITIES

“Atlas Corps was an incredible opportunity
to live and serve in Colombia working
with the Ministry of Education and Heart
for Change. I had the opportunity to
strengthen my leadership skills through
designing English games and activities for
language curriculum and leading English,
science and yoga classes. The Resolution
Project connected me with the Atlas Corps
coordinator and opened a door to the
next step through Atlas Corps that also
gave me the phenomenal opportunity to
present at the World Summit for Nobel
Peace Laureates, work directly with the
Colombian Minister of Education, Yaneth
Giha, and meet some of the most kind
and wonderful individuals, both Atlas
Corps fellows and Colombians.”
Dawn Musil, Resolution Fellow
“Watson provides a unique opportunity
for social entrepreneurs with an idea to
convert their passion into meaningful
action. Through their unique curriculum,
a network of mentors and access of
resources, it allowed me to further grow
our idea to become a structured venture.
In addition to focusing on venture growth,
it also focuses on personal development
of young social entrepreneurs to have
more resilience and grit in their life, as a
result allowing scholars to lead a more
intentional and sustainable life.”
Abhinav Khanal, Resolution Fellow

*These organizations provide Resolution Fellows with opportunities for follow-on funding and investment, additional mentorship, access to incubator programs, and a variety of other resources.
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VOLUNTEERS
Resolution volunteers comprise an enthusiastic and dedicated group of professionals who utilize their experience and
skills to support Resolution as an organization and Resolution Fellows along their pathway to action. Each volunteer
plays a unique and crucial role to our model’s success. Through their technical support, mentorship, and leadership, our
community of 500+ volunteers is devoted to bringing social change to the world. We are thankful for their unwavering
commitment to our mission and our Fellows!
• Board of Directors
• Ambassadors
• Advisory Board
• Leadership Council Co-Directors
• Leadership Council Directors

• Leadership Council Leads
• Leadership Council Team Members
• Working Group Volunteers & Subject Matter Experts
• Guides
• Event Host & Planning Committees

In 2016, Resolution added two Co-Chairs and a Vice Chair to its Resolution Leadership Council (RLC). These positions
honor both the longstanding commitment and outstanding achievement of three individuals while providing the RLC with
additional leadership from within.

RLC CO-CHAIRS AND VICE CHAIR
ERIC SPORKIN has been volunteering with Resolution since 2013 as the Development Lead of Team Resolution. In
addition to being the fearless leader of Resolution’s athletic arm, Eric is the Director of The Resolution Institute, a
social entrepreneurship curriculum for Resolution Fellows. He became a Leadership Council Co-Chair this year.
BOB HAMLIN has been volunteering with Resolution since 2013. He is the Director of SVC Relations and a Guide
Leader. While an undergraduate at Harvard, Bob helped lead Harvard World Model United Nations (WorldMUN)
and worked closely with the Resolution Project's staff to supports its early Social Venture Challenge competitions in
partnership with WorldMUN. This year, he became a Co-Chair of the Leadership Council.
REMEN OKORUWA has been volunteering with Resolution since 2012 as a member of our Leadership Council.
While at Harvard University, he helped lead World Model United Nations during its 2010 Taiwan and 2011 Singapore
conferences, coordinating efforts for The Resolution Project. As of this year, he has been named Vice Chair of the
Leadership Council.
Resolution is truly grateful for the contributions that each of these volunteers has made to its success and thanks them
for their continued service!
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EVENTS
RESOLVE 2016 - 10/13/2016
THE HARVARD CLUB OF NEW YORK CITY
This year, we hosted our 7th Annual Resolve Gala, raising more than
$400,000 with the help of our network of sponsors and generous
donors. Funds raised at the Resolve Gala are vital in supporting our
global network of Fellows. Over 600 guests explored our “World of
Sustainability,” featuring interactive installations that highlighted the
diversity of issue areas our Fellows are tackling and offered an in-depth
look at a few of their social ventures. We were pleased to hear from
Fellows Wandile Mthiyane and Yulkendy Valdez and to highlight Samir
Goel and Hannah Dehradunwala, who are tackling hunger around
the world through their venture Transfernation, which delivered more
than 55 pounds of leftover food from the gala to people in need at
NYCRescue. Following our speakers, GRAMMY winner All-4-One blew the
crowd away with a stellar musical performance! Resolve 2016 served
as a testament to the positive change that Resolution’s network of
volunteers, Guides, and Fellows are affecting, both in their communities
and around the world.
We were honored to share the evening with other celebrity guests,
including Hilaria Baldwin, Award-winning hit musical Hamilton’s Sydney
Harcourt, Pretty Little Liars actress Dre Davis, model Louisa Warwick,
Gabriela Isler, and Host Committee members Atti Worku (Miss Ethiopia
and Founder, Seeds of Africa) and model Kathrin Werderitsch. DJ Ian
Mellencamp provided music throughout the evening.
Our guests were treated to Resolution-branded gift bags containing
special products from Runa Tea, Justin’s, Sabatino Tartufi, LXMI, Le Pain
Quotidien, Tolita Chocolate, Deep River Snacks, L’oreal USA, and more.
We would also like to extend our thanks to our beverage sponsors:
Campari and Etruria Wine.
Thank you to our entire community of sponsors, donors, volunteers,
Fellows, and supporters for making this evening a great success.
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SPONSORS

Jennifer Hadiaris
Sporkin Family Charitable Foundation
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YOUNG LEADERS NOW AWARD DINNER
6/8/16
THE HARVARD CLUB OF NEW YORK CITY
In 2016, we hosted our 3rd Young Leaders Now Award
Dinner and reception. The purpose of YLN is to celebrate
and recognize inspiring leaders who began successfully
changing the world while still in college. We welcomed
several Resolution Fellows and more than 100 guests for
an intimate evening dedicated to supporting the impact
of young leaders and the important role they play in the
social sector.
This year’s YLN event honored Geraldine Acuña-Sunshine,
founder of Harvard World Model United Nations and
Senior Counsel for Bracebridge Capital. Geraldine founded
WorldMUN as an undergraduate at Harvard College.
Today, this annual global conference continues to thrive,
impacting tens of thousands of students and inspiring
many more including in the more than twenty countries in
which WorldMUN has been hosted. In honor of Geraldine’s
accomplishments as a young social entrepreneur, as well
as her long service to Resolution as a Board Member,
a Social Venture Challenge judge, and a most generous
supporter, we were proud to present her with the Young
Leaders Now Award. In addition, because of Geraldine’s
crucial role in Resolution’s growth, we will henceforth be
presenting future honorees with The Geraldine AcuñaSunshine Young Leaders Now Award.
We were also excited to recognize Jacqueline Novogratz,
Founder and CEO of Acumen, with the Champions Circle
Award for Supporting Young Leaders. This award is
presented to top leaders who throughout their careers
have distinguished themselves as champions for social
change and advocates for entrepreneurship. Jacqueline’s
extraordinary work fosters emerging leaders and social
entrepreneurs and supports game-changing solutions that
improve lives.
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SPONSORS

L. Hennessey & Associates
Andras Forgas
Sarah Berner
Stephen Sadove
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THE RESOLUTION SOCIAL
NEW YORK, WASHINGTON DC, BOSTON
In 2016, we were delighted to host three socials in New York,
Boston, and Washington, D.C. We welcomed hundreds of young
professionals to these events, providing opportunities to learn about
and support Resolution’s work while networking with Resolution’s
talented young professional community. With generous support
from our sponsors, all three socials proved to be great successes
and effective ways to bring the message of responsible, youth-led
social change to a wider audience.
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RESOLUTION RUNS
In 2016, Team Resolution (formerly called Resolution Runs)
embarked on a strategic planning and rebranding process with
the goal of better emphasizing its core purpose: to be a group of
Resolution community members interested in leading more active
lifestyles while supporting Resolution’s mission. In addition, Team
Resolution maintained its track record of successful fundraising,
including by Leadership Council Co-Chair Eric Sporkin, who ran in
the 2016 TCS NYC Marathon and raised more than $10,000 for
Resolution!
Whether you are gearing up for a 5K, training for your first
ultramarathon, or just looking to enjoy a casual game of kickball,
Team Resolution provides a fun and active way for Resolution friends,
supporters, and volunteers to get together, all while raising funds and
awareness for The Resolution Project.
To join Team Resolution or learn more about upcoming events,
email team@resolutionproject.org.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
EXPENSES
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Special Events (net expenses)
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$824,126
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$650,867
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OUR FELLOWS
(ONBOARDED IN 2016)

CLASS 8

CLASS 7

CLASS 6

Education
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Basic Needs

Humanitarian Aid

Equality & Empowerment

Development

FELLOW

VENTURE NAME

LOCATION

Isaac Chikuse

Wings of the Night

Maijuna

Ana Julante

Wings of the Night

Maijuna

Tyler Vogel

Wings of the Night

Maijuna

Brinda Penmetsa

Campus Kitchen at the University of Houston

Houston, Texas

Kwabena Owusu-Amoah

Peach Health

Accra

Ton La, Jr.

Campus Kitchen at the University of Houston

Houston, Texas

Sai Bhaskar

Teach Code for Good

Manipala

Maria Daniela Castillo

UpTica

San Luis

Nicol Chinchilla Cordero

UpTica

San Luis

Sasha Drumm

UpTica

San Luis

Junyi Fei

Up For Sky

Fanice Nyatigo

M-Soma

Nairobi

Moses Surumen

M-Soma

Nairobi

Gervase Adams

Komaale Initiative

Wa Municipality

Lebasha Lucia Epur

Save The Pastoralist Initiative

Lodwar

Veaceslav Cretu

DigiKidz - A Computer Science Summer Camp For High School Students

Chișinău

Thomas Uhler

Green Light

Ann Arbor

Michelle Mboya

SiChana

Nairobi

Jasmine Chia

Farm 2.0

Bangkok

Juan Bol

PODER (Programa De Oportunidades, Desarrollo,
Emprendurismo Con Responsabilidad)

Toledo

Energy & Environment

ISSUE AREAS

Health & Wellness

CLASS 8

FELLOW

VENTURE NAME

LOCATION

Stefan Raicevic

WHY YOUTH?

Belgrade

Wandile Mthiyane

"Ubuntu" Design Community Half House Project

Durban

Irfanda Odytia

Wetland Furniture

Mojokerto

Karina Nur Arumsari

Wetland Furniture

Mojokerto

Galuh Sekar Arum

Open Defecation Free (ODF) Surabaya

Kenjeran

Lusekelo Nkuwi

The Gifted Farmer

Singida

Darosa Elfrida

Open Defecation Free (ODF) Surabaya

Kenjeran

Faraja Tresor Amanda

Youth Empowerment & Integration (YEI)

Edmonton

Betlhime Zewde

Youth Empowerment & Integration (YEI)

Edmonton

Manuel Angel
Barrantes Duarte

Trash To Treasures

Managua

Gerard Mutabazi Amani

Youth Empowerment & Integration (YEI)

Edmonton

Max A. Wosnitza

Connect

Mannheim

Fabian Nagel

Connect

Mannheim

Albert Erasmus Grafe

Connect

Mannheim

Franklyn Odhiambo

Nole Scholarship Program

Nairobi

Alexis Ghersi

Hearts for the Homeless Orlando

Orlando, FL

Udita Persaud

HIRCULES Health Hub

Evanston, IL

Nima Dahir

Refuge

Columbus

Abd Al-Rahman Traboulsi

Refuge

Columbus

Jackson Frazier

Refuge

Columbus

Andy Chen

Tecnosafi

Chepareria

Leonard Kilekwang

Tecnosafi

Chepareria

Precious Ismail

Nimble Fingers Project

Lagos

Andrew Aboujaoude

Hearts for the Homeless Orlando

Orlando, FL

Raunak Thakur

Sulav Urja

Janakpur

ISSUE AREAS
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CLASS 8
CLASS 9

FELLOW

VENTURE NAME

LOCATION

Anh Thu Ho

Ladon

Bay Area

Gabrielle Wimer

MealFlour

Quetzaltenago; Kibera

Odette Zero

HIRCULES Health Hub

Evanston, IL

James Tayali

Keki-Mawe

Lilongwe

Steven Miller

Ideation Station

Corvallis

Frida Herrera

Let's Grow Healthy

Los Angeles

Rassidatou Konate

IWILI Project

Ouagadougou

Bantu Mabaso

The Phalala Youth Empowerment For Food Security

Manzini

Pumla Maswanganyi

Nimble Fingers Project

Lagos

Moriah Shay

Ideation Station

Corvallis

Elizabeth Frank

MealFlour

Quetzaltenago; Kibera

Jennifer Carvel

Hearts for the Homeless Orlando

Orlando, FL

Emily Moschowits

Utica Greens

Utica

Celia Breuer

Siku Njema Kesho

Nakuru

Joyce Lu

MealFlour

Quetzaltenago; Kibera

Charles Zhang

Journey Crowdfunding

Sydney

ISSUE AREAS

“Resolution has given me the opportunity to really start with
a back-of-the-envelope sketch and see it come to life.”

Sasha Burnett, Fellow
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THE RESOLUTION TEAM
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1120 Avenue of the Americas, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10036
+1 212-626-6504
www.resolutionproject.org
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